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Technical know-how serving
the needs of creative design
W h e th e r yo u’ re d ealing with moder n
a rch i te c t u re’s l a rg e, glass surfaces or
streamline interiors looking for a touch of
originality, both need a smart combination of
aesthetic appeal and technical performance
for effective, long-lasting solar protection.
Sunworker and Sunvision fabrics by Dickson®
provide economical, environmentally-friendly
alternatives that are not only high design, but
also comply with the latest building standards.
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Sunworker, designer fabric available in 21 colours
Thanks to the vast array of colour options, the Sunworker range offers countless creative
combinations. Yellow, red, white, green, navy, two-sided metallic... unending options to be daring
and a wonderful playground for ingenious architects.

THE MICRO PERFORATED TECHNICAL TEXTILE
THAT’S HIGHLY PRACTICAL & STYLISH TOO

Combining the advantages of versatility with durability and serious
protection, Sunworker fabrics are truly “intelligent textiles”.
These stylish yet practical, micro-ventilated fabrics actually regulate
the temperature under an awning, in summer and in winter.
Weft that keeps its shape: the Rachel Trameur weaving method allows
the threads to move independently so the fabric resists tearing, even when
under tension. The extremely consistent, micro-perforated structure lets
fabric breathe, and the Plastisol coating keeps it looking clean and new
for years! Classified M1, this solar protection is also highly fire-retardant.
Sunworker fabrics are available in 21 decorative styles and a vast array
of fashionable colours, for buildings that are decidedly original in their
design and “sustainable”!

Sunworker,
the versatile, multipurpose fabric

Vertical
awnings

sunworker
sunworker
opaque
sunworker
cristal

Folding arm
awnings

Veranda and
sunroom
awnings

Drop-arm
awnings

Shade sails
and
stretched
structures

Vellums &
pergolas
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Sunworker fabrics are available in different of qualities to meet various needs and
applications. Standard Sunworker, Sunworker Cristal (see-through, waterproof) or
Sunworker Opaque (for total darkness), in 150 cm and 300 cm widths, Sunworker
fabrics cleverly combine aesthetic appeal, modernity and originality.

Vertical
blinds

SWK M525 Mint

SWK M567 Green

SWK M238 Blue

SWK M228 Marine

SWK M711 Champagne

SWK M713 Sand

SWK M709 Corn

SWK M309 Yellow

SWK M005 White

SWK M710 Creme

SWK M712 Beige

SWK M927 red

SWK M654 Grey

SWK M653 Iron

SWK M652 Silver

SWK M838 Burgundy

SWK M392 Charcoal

SWK M393 Bronze

SWK M391 Black
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An effective heat shield

Intelligent textiles that can actually regulate temperatures, in summer
and winter too! Sunworker fabrics deliver durability, versatility and
exceptional protection.
Weft that keeps its shape thanks to the Rachel Trameur weaving
method; highly consistent, micro-ventilated structure; solution-dyed,
Plastisol coating… the list of technical advantages is impressive for
this M1-classified solar protection. And like a genuine artist’s palette,
the Sunworker range offers decorators 21 fabulous options to create
original, “sustainable” designs.

Awning

GUARANTEED

Comportement
Under
standard
au repos
conditions

Comportement
When tearing
en déchirure

Made with PVC-coated
high tenacity polyester
fibres, Sunworker fabrics
are woven using the
famous Rachel Trameur
method which gives it
incomparable strength
and weather resistance.

Transmitted rays

Refracted
rays
Absorbed
rays

Incoming
rays

Sunworker® also provides
optimum visual comfort,
which preserves people’s
privacy while still allowing
them to take in the view
beyond.

FIREPROOF

In addition to its M1 fireretardant protection, its
satiny smooth finish makes
it extra easy to keep clean.
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The indoor-outdoor
open-weave fabric

An honest to goodness natural air-conditioner, Sunvision is a versatile fabric
that’s as effective indoors as it is outdoors. Whether it’s for roll-up valances
or awnings, or even Japanese screens, Sunvision adapts to all your most
elegant decorating ideas.
Combining anti-glare properties and UV protection with the wonderful feel
of fabric curtains, Sunvision is a unique, highly versatile, open-weave textile.

An irresistible alliance between technical
prowess and sleek, chic decoration
Woven with PVC-coated acrylic and polyester fibres, Sunvision keeps living
spaces glare-free and just the right temperature while still looking like natural
fibre fabric, in keeping with DICKSON’s decidedly upscale positioning.

High-tech solar protection Sunvision
Sunvision is packed with technical innovations that provide
incomparable heat and glare protection for homes that are as beautiful
as they are efficient.

A textile feel and a decorative spirit
The use of acrylic yarn gives Sunvision fabric a truly textile feel that’s unrivalled
on the traditional “screen” market. With 8 different colours, Sunvision fits right
in with the latest interior decorating trends, offering ultra-chic solids such as
ivory or stone grey.

This fabric ensures genuine thermal
and visual comfort in every room,
while allowing the lovely light
through.
Placed on the outside of the house,
Sunvision acts like a natural air
conditioning system, blocking out
80% of the sun’s energy. It also
protects against the negative effects
of sun exposure by absorbing 83%
of the UV rays. Its open-weave
texture allows people to enjoy the
view outside while preserving their
privacy inside.

Its unique composition, the fruit
of Dickson’s ongoing research and
development efforts, makes it highly
resistant to the wear and tear of time
and inclement weather. On the one
hand, the Sunacryl solution-dyed
acrylic yarn guarantees the fabric’s
remarkable colourfastness, waterrepellence and free-flow of air.
On the other hand, the PVC-coated
polyester yarn makes the fabric easy
to work with and highly resistant to
tearing and bad weather.
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The Dickson
group
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®

The Dickson-Constant® technical expertise is the happy outcome of
the 1969 merger between Dickson®, located in Dunkirk since 1836, and
Constant, located in Lille since 1913.
In 1998, Dickson-Constant® joined the American group, Glen Raven®.
The alliance between these two outdoor technical textile leaders
enabled Dickson® to make a real name for itself, establishing its brand
as THE reference for top-quality outdoor fabrics.

250,000
Distributed
in more than

110

countries

reels of yarn
handled monthly

11,000 27,500
square metres
of logistics space

110
looms

square metres OF
manufacturing space

25,000,000
M2 manufactured annually

3,500 employEEs

work for the Glen Raven® group
(600 employees work directly for Dickson®)

75%

export sales

14 subsidiaries worldwide
Spain, Italy, Germany, Sweden, UK, Belgium, Netherlands, Poland,
Greece, South Africa, Australia, China, USA, Argentina, etc.

100,000

square metres of fabric
manufactured daily

